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Abstract: Traffic congestion is closely associated with various social issues that must be solved

urgently. With the recent advancement of machine learning technologies, diverse methods for

predicting traffic congestion have been developed. Specifically, traffic prediction using deep

learning can provide highly accurate performance. Nevertheless, several difficulties remain

because of the complexity of deep learning models: particularly, they require large amounts of

data and computational power. For this study, we strive to achieve traffic prediction precision

using a simple linear model. Instead of improving complex models, we select training data

appropriately with a linear model and then verify the feasibility of prediction by exploring

“data complexity”. The prediction results imply that the linear model is as precise as deep

learning even with fewer number of data and parameters. We use actual data from expressways

collected using detectors.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Automobiles remain a major mode of transportation, playing an important role in the social system.

Nevertheless, it is also true that they can produce difficulties such as traffic congestion and collision

accidents. In Japan, traffic congestion in urban areas causes an annual time loss of about 3.81 billion

hours [1]. As a solution to these shortcomings of automobile use, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

are being promoted all over the world. For such systems, development of information infrastructure

for road traffic using AI and IoT technologies is progressing rapidly [2, 3]. Given that background, the
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prediction of traffic congestion using machine learning techniques has attracted much attention [3–6].

One of those technologies that predict future traffic congestion is based on various current and past

information related to road networks. If the prediction technology is developed to a practical level,

then it can be expected to contribute to the development of ITS in a mode of facilitating traffic flow

and selecting optimal routes that avoid traffic congestion. Currently, the major technology for traffic

congestion prediction is based on deep learning models with big data. Unfortunately, these models

have some shortcomings. Most importantly, they require huge amounts of data and tuning algorithms

according to the model complexity. As presented herein, we discuss the usefulness and significance of

a prediction model with a linear combination of detected data.

1.2 Earlier work
Traffic congestion is, generally speaking, classified into two types based on its characteristics: re-

curring and non-recurring congestion. Many studies have been undertaken to predict each type of

congestion using machine learning with traffic data. This study specifically examines recurring con-

gestion, which results from the bottleneck’s inability to cope with excessive traffic during peak hours

such as commuting [7]. When predicting recurring traffic congestion, accurate prediction of the time

and scale of periodic traffic congestion is a challenge. For this purpose, it is important to capture the

characteristics of spatiotemporal variations in traffic data. Recently, as shown by the DEEPLSTM

method reported by [8] and the DCRNN method reported by [9], the mainstream approach is to

model nonlinear dynamics and improve prediction accuracy by creating more complex deep learning

models based on CNN and RNN techniques. In contrast to this avenue of research, this paper presents

consideration of predicting traffic congestion using a linear model. To this aim, we demonstrate the

possibility of making predictions by exploiting physical phenomena in the real world as a part of

computational processes.

1.3 Objective
For this study, we perform prediction of traffic congestion on expressways using a linear model based

on earlier studies [10]. We examine whether the accuracy can be improved by modifying the training

data compared with earlier studies. The purpose of this study is twofold. The first is to show that the

essential information for traffic congestion can be focused on successfully from the data complexity by

selecting the data, thereby increasing the prediction accuracy. This improved prediction enables us to

propose a methodology for prediction that does not rely on the complexity of the model, but rather

finds the computational process from the complexity inherent in the data. This results in significantly

reducing the length of time for training. In facts, the learning time was about 1,900 times shorter than

that of deep learning as indicated in [10]. Secondly, we demonstrate the usefulness and importance

of linear models for predicting traffic congestion. Specifically, we demonstrate the high explanatory

ability of the linear model in the prediction by investigating the causes of changes in accuracy through

parameter analysis. The subject of this study is the No. 11 inbound line of the Hanshin Expressway.

1.4 No. 11 inbound line of the Hanshin Expressway
The No. 11 inbound line, an expressway connecting Osaka Airport and central Osaka City, is char-

acterized by heavy traffic and frequent congestion. The bottlenecks caused by traffic congestion are

particularly at 0.0 kp, 4.0 kp, and 10.0 kp (in the case of the No. 11 inbound line, each point is

distinguished as x [kp], where x [km] represents the distance from the junction point with No.1 line).

Among these bottlenecks, generated congestion patterns at 0.0 kp and 4.0 kp are assessed for this

study. The 0.0 kp point is the merging of the No. 1 line and the No. 11 inbound line, as shown in

Fig. 1, where traffic flows from the No. 11 inbound line to the main flow of the No. 1 line. This road

arrangement leads to congestion starting from the right lane. The 4.0 kp point is the sag in which

the road vertical gradient changes from downhill to uphill. The slight deceleration of the lead vehicle

in the group is amplified and transmitted to the rear, thereby causing congestion. An entrance from

the surface street is located near the 4.0 kp point, but the inflow from this point has little effect on

the occurrence of traffic congestion.
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Fig. 1. Hanshin Expressway map. The No. 11 line is shown as red.

2. Model
As described in the preceding section, this study uses a linear combination of the data to predict

traffic congestion occurrence. Additionally, we divide the occurrence of traffic congestion at a partic-

ular location into two categories based on spatial characteristics: traffic breakdown (i.e., bottleneck

activation at this location) and spillback from the downstream active bottleneck. For those categories,

we devise different training data. This section presents a description of the following four points.

• Data Summary

• Outline of the linear model

• Prediction targets and their correctness criteria

• Definitions of the two types of congestion and the training data used to forecast them

2.1 Data summary
For use in this study, a prediction model was constructed using data of vehicle detectors installed

on the Hanshin Expressway. First, as explanatory variables, per-detector traffic data recorded every

5 min at the installation points are used. Traffic data of four types are recorded for each detector:

average velocity, traffic flow, high-vehicle traffic flow, and detector occupancy. Additionally, as the

explained variable, daily traffic congestion report data are used. The data include records of the

presence or absence of traffic congestion at that location every 30 s.

Among the many detectors located on the road, the appropriate detectors are selected for the task.

Its traffic data are used as the explanatory variable. To match the time series with the explanatory

variables, the data are processed so that if traffic congestion occurs once every five minutes, that five-

minute period is regarded as congested. Alternatively, if there is no traffic congestion, that five-minute

period is not regarded as congested.

2.2 Linear model
The model we use in this study is a linear model. Therefore, we use ridge regression in the form of

Eq. (1) to learn the parameter Wout. As for the teacher signal, we use X(t) = [x1
1(t), . . . , x

1
K(t), x2

1(t),

. . . , x2
K(t), . . . , xJ

1 (t), . . . , x
J
K(t), 1], and U(t) = [u1(t), . . . , uK(t)]. Here, xj

k(t) is the set of traffic data

type j collected by detectors at the location k and time t. uk(t) represents a binary state of traffic at

the location k and time t, namely 0 is non-congested and 1 is congested. The predicted state of uk(t)

is denoted by ûk(t). By using the learned parameter Wout, we can calculate the prediction vector

Y (t+ τ) = [y1(t+ τ), y2(t+ τ), . . . , yK(t+ τ)] by Eq. (2), where yk(t+ τ) is the continuous variable

for prediction. Then, we compute binary uk(t+ τ) by the threshold in Eq. (3).
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Wout =
(
XTX + λI

)−1
XTU, (1)

Y (t+ τ) = X(t)Wout, (2)

ûk(t) =

{
1, yk(t) ≥ 0.5,

0, yk(t) < 0.5,
(3)

Here, τ is the prediction time. As can be seen by the equations and the summary of dataset, it is

used only a single time point in the space data for prediction. However, the single time point has time

series information due to the ten-minute time lag τ . As might be apparent from these equations and

from the data summary, only spatial data at one point in time are used for prediction. In addition,

when estimating parameters, we do not train backward in the time-series direction as RNNs do.

However, because a lag τ exists between the explanatory variable and the target variable at a single

point in time, only the time-series information in the data at this single point is used for learning.

2.3 Prediction targets and their correctness criteria
The objective of this traffic congestion forecasting is to ascertain whether traffic congestion will occur

at a target location 10 min later. Therefore, label identification is performed for congested and non-

congested traffic. The accuracy is measured by the percentage of correct answers to the occurrence of

traffic congestion. It should be noticed that it is important to evaluate the prediction precision by the

accuracy of prediction regarding congestion occurrence label. Here, the congestion occurrence label

corresponds to the congestion labels which satisfy a certain condition. Specifically, the conditions are

(1) the label is located at the beginning of the congestion, (2) there are no congestion labels in the

last 30 minutes before the occurrence. By introducing the congestion occurrence label, we can focus

on the occurrence of traffic congestion out of the whole traffic congestion.

Moreover, when we consider the application of the proposed method to the real world, it is sufficient

that the time at which we conduct prediction is before the congestion occurrence and the predicted

occurrence time is earlier than the actual occurrence. According to the two points, we allow the time

interval for the evaluation criteria. Specifically, the definition of the correct prediction is that the

actual traffic congestion occurs between 5 minutes earlier and 30 minutes later than the prediction

time point. Moreover, under this criterion, we use the evaluation score, Recall, as the ratio of the

number of correctly predicted congestion occurrences out of the actual occurrence. On the other

hand, we use Precision as the ratio of the number of actual congestion occurrences out of the total

predicted occurrences. Accordingly, we use F1 that is the harmonic mean of Recall and Precision.

2.4 Prediction of traffic breakdown at bottlenecks
Congestion at a bottleneck is defined as the occurrence of traffic congestion, which is the starting

point of a series of congestion events. By the definition of congestion, the traffic data at the very

beginning of the predicted congestion are always non-congested. Compared to other congestion labels,

the explanatory variables at that point in time are similar to those at the non-congested label. This

similarity suggests that the key to this forecasting task is to learn the difference between “congestion

near non-congestion” and “non-congestion near congestion”. Therefore, this task uses training data

consisting only of data before and after the occurrence of traffic congestion. Specifically, the training

data are defined as a set of three steps: before, after and the onset of the time point at which the

target variable corresponds to a traffic congestion occurrence. This definition is intended to eliminate

data on traffic congestion [non-congestion] with sufficiently low [high] speed, which is far different

from the traffic congestion occurrence, from the training data.

2.5 Prediction of congestion spillback
Congestion spillback is caused by downstream congestion reaching the point of interest. Therefore,

an important part of this task is to learn the difference between the traffic data in the vicinity when

downstream congestion arrives and when it does not. Therefore, the training data used here are not

selected as those used for predicting traffic breakdown at bottlenecks. All traffic data during active

traffic periods are used as training data.
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3. Data Sampling
Three methods of sampling exist with respect to traffic congestion occurrence of one type: traffic

breakdown was tested for accuracy improvement and was compared with results found from earlier

studies. As described in this paper, the definitions of the training data differ among verifications

because we fix the model and aim to improve the accuracy only by appropriately selecting the train-

ing data. Therefore, this section presents details of how to select the training data used for each

verification. Unless otherwise noted, the traffic data used are divided into two parts: data of the

period from April 2015 through November 2017, which are used as training data; and data of the

period from April 2018 through March 2019, which are used as test data. For the training data, we

devised each verification within that period. This facilitates comparisons by aligning the period with

that of an earlier study [10–12].

3.1 Sampling immediately before and after traffic congestion
For this verification, the training data are devised in the time-series direction to predict traffic con-

gestion occurrence. Specifically, the training data are defined as a set of three steps in the time-series

direction around the timing when traffic congestion occurs. Therefore, the training data consist of

data immediately before and after the occurrence of traffic congestion. The purposes of using the

sampling data are to eliminate data on traffic conditions far different from the occurrence of congestion

from the training data, and to increase the ratio of data around the occurrence of traffic congestion

in the training data. To evaluate the change in accuracy resulting from this sampling, parameter

estimation was applied to training data of three types. Then the prediction accuracy was compared

with that obtained using the test data. Each training dataset used is shown in Table I.

Table I. Definition of training data used in 3.1.

Training data C is the newly proposed training dataset, which consists of a set of seven points

in time: 10 min before the occurrence of the traffic congestion and three points before and after

the occurrence of traffic congestion. There are two reasons for using these as the training data.

The first is to balance traffic congestion labels and non-traffic congestion labels. The training data

used for an earlier study [10, 11] (similar to A) were imbalanced data with a very large proportion

of non-traffic congestion labels. Subsequently, we surmised that the accuracy could be improved by

balancing the data. The second reason is improvement of the quality of each label. For this prediction

task, predicting the occurrence of traffic congestion correctly is important. Therefore, we estimated

that increasing the proportion of data near the occurrence of traffic congestion in the training data

and making each label closer to the occurrence of traffic congestion would improve the prediction

performance of the boundary. As comparison targets for data C, we prepared data A, which are the

same as in the earlier study [10, 11]. We also prepared data B, which are intermediate between A

and C and which consist of training data only during periods of sufficient traffic flow. The obtained

results were compared with those reported from an earlier study [11].

3.2 Refine the detector data
For this verification, we investigate the training data in both time and spatial directions to predict

the occurrence of traffic congestion at 0.0 kp. First, for the time-series direction, the same division
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of training data as in Section 3.1 is used. In the spatial direction, two additional modifications are

made: The explanatory variables comprise only vehicle detectors in the vicinity of the prediction

target point. The detector data are treated by lane rather than by aggregating data of all lanes. The

purpose of these modifications is accurate observation of the intersections of traffic flow caused by

the merging of routes and traffic conditions that vary from lane to lane. The spatial arrangement

of the vehicle detectors used for this verification is shown in Fig. 2. Symbols in Fig. 2 indicate the

location of the vehicle detectors used in this verification. Their shape indicates the route to which

they belong. The number next to the detector is the identification number of that detector.

Fig. 2. Detectors used in Section 3.2.

To evaluate the change in accuracy attributable to this refinement, parameter estimation was per-

formed for training data of two types. Then the respective prediction accuracies were compared.

The training data definitions are presented in Table II. Of the contents of Table II, pattern Γ2 is

the method proposed here. Pattern Γ1, by contrast, uses detector data from the same locations, but

aggregates the detectors (lanes) at each location into one detector dataset per location used as an

explanatory variable. The obtained results were also compared with those of an earlier study [12].

Table II. Definitions of training data used for Section 3.2.

3.3 Prediction of congestion spillback
For this validation, prediction is performed at 9.0 kp, where traffic congestion occurs because of the

extension of traffic congestion originating at 4.0 kp. The intention here is to learn as much traffic

congestion and non-traffic congestion data as possible using detector data at all spatial points and

times on the No. 11 inbound and outbound lines. We use the dataset for learning the same as data A

in Table I in Section 3.1. The results obtained were then compared to those reported from an earlier

study [11].
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4. Results
This section presents results obtained from each of the three verifications described in the Data

sampling section herein.

4.1 Results for temporal data sampling
The prediction accuracy obtained for each pattern is presented in Table III. However, for this study,

only the bottleneck point of 4.0 kp, where the results are characteristic, is shown. From this table, it is

apparent that, at 4.0 kp, data C produces the most accurate prediction. Furthermore, the prediction

results obtained using training data C are compared with those of previous studies [11], as shown

in Table IV. The congestion prediction using training data C is apparently more accurate than the

prediction obtained from an earlier study at 4.0 kp [11], even though the data in the time-series

direction are far fewer.

Table III. Prediction accuracy of training data.

Training Data Precision Recall F1 value

A 0.685 0.662 0.673

B 0.72 0.718 0.719

C 0.75 0.878 0.809

Table IV. Results of Section 3.1 compared with the accuracy of earlier stud-
ies (Convolutional neural networks (CNN) models).

Model Precision Recall F1 value Length of time series

Linear model(C) 0.75 0.878 0.809 13886

CNN 0.74 0.856 0.794 280497

4.2 Results for spatial data sampling
The results obtained for accuracy are presented in Table V. The F1 value in the training data for Γ2 is

more than 0.1 points higher than that for Γ1. The F1 value in the training data for Γ2 is almost equal

that obtained using Graph convolutional neural networks (GCN) in the earlier study, even though

they have fewer parameters.

Table V. Results of Section 3.2 with the accuracy of earlier studies (GCN).

Model Precision Recall F1 value Number of parameters

Linear model(Γ1) 0.374 0.154 0.219 32

Linear model(Γ2) 0.51 0.268 0.351 96

GCN - - 0.385 2163

4.3 Results for predicting traffic spillback congestion
The accuracy verification results are presented in Table VI. The results indicate that the linear model

can predict the 9.0 kp stretch, where traffic congestion occurs frequently because of the extension,

with accuracy that is superior to that achieved using the CNN model.
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Table VI. Results of 3.3 compared with the accuracy reported from an earlier
study (CNN).

Model Precision Recall F1 value

CNN 0.718 0.818 0.763

Linear model 0.758 0.837 0.796

5. Discussion
5.1 Discussion for temporal data sampling
Based on the verification results, we discuss the training data tendency of C by analyzing the estimated

parameters (Elements of Wout). The estimated Wout from each training data are sorted in ascending

order of absolute value. Then the trends are analyzed. The top 20 parameters are presented in

Table VII.

Table VII. Parameters Wout estimated for training data at 4.0 kp.

Comparison of datasets A, B, and C indicates that the ratio of detector occupancy (d-occupancy)

becomes smaller in the order of A, B, and C. The ratio of average velocity (avg-velocity) and flow

(flow) becomes larger instead. For the following reason, C has a smaller ratio of detector occupancy

than the other two.

Congestion and non-congestion labels applied in this study indicate whether the location will be

congested 10 min later. Therefore, when one location has a congestion label, the traffic data in the

vicinity of the location may have two conditions: non-congested and congested. They are designated

respectively as congestion occurrence and as congestion continuation. Predicting the occurrence of

traffic congestion necessitates prediction of traffic congestion from the traffic data when the location

is not congested. For that reason, data with congestion occurrence labels are important. Particularly

at bottlenecks, data with congestion occurrence labels are more important because locations around

the bottlenecks are in a non-congested state. However, the percentage of congestion occurrence labels

is very small. Therefore, if all the congestion labels are trained uniformly, then the parameter is

emphasized by the congestion-continuation labels. It should be noticed that the congestion occur-

rence labels are assigned at a single time point, although the evaluation for correct prediction has a

certain time interval. This is because it is sufficient that the time performing prediction is before the
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Table VIII. Average detector occupancy for each label in 4.1 kp.

4.0 kp label
Mean normalized

detector occupancy (4.1 kp)

Congestion continuation 0.375

Congestion occurrence 0.152

Non-congestion 0.101

occurrence and the predicted time is earlier than the actual occurrence.

As might be apparent from Table VIII, for data with congestion continuation labels, the average

detector occupancy is extremely high relative to the non-congestion labels. Seeing the occupancy of

neighboring detectors is crucially important to ascertain the congestion label. Therefore, the detector

occupancy weights are greater for the training data of A and B.

The training data for C are a set of data for seven time points, which include three time points both

before and after the time at which traffic congestion occurs. Therefore, out of the seven time points,

three time points before the occurrence of a traffic congestion are labeled as non-congested and three

time points after are labeled as congested or non-congested, depending on the continuation status of

the traffic congestion. Consequently, the number of time points with a congestion label is one to four

out of seven, including the time at which the traffic congestion occurs. Therefore, it can be inferred

that the parameters for predicting the occurrence of traffic congestion are estimated more accurately

than in the case of A and B. The mean of the values of detector occupancy under the congestion

occurrence label is not different from that under the non-congestion label. Here, it is considered that

the weight of detector occupancy became smaller. The weights of average velocity and traffic flow

became larger instead.

Based on the discussion presented above, one can infer that the proposed method is suitable for

predicting congestion at bottlenecks because the training data are balanced in the ratio of congested

and non-congested labels. The proportion of data with congestion labels with points that are non-

congested is greater than in cases A and B.

Table IX. Top 15 absolute values of all parameters estimated using training
data Γ2 in 4.2, in ascending order.
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5.2 Discussion for spatial data sampling
To discuss reasons for the improved accuracy in prediction using training data Γ2, we can analyze

the parameters (Elements of Wout) in the case of Γ2. The parameters estimated from the training

data are sorted in ascending order of absolute value. Then their tendencies are analyzed. The top 15

parameters are shown in Table IX.

From Table IX and the positions of detectors represented in Fig. 2, we can see the importance of

the detector data for the two lanes from the right (23,24) on the 0.1 kp of No. 11 inbound line and

the data for all lanes (11,12,13,14) on the 3.2 kp of No. 1 line. Only the right lane of the 0.1 kp of

No. 11 inbound line is specifically examined. Less attention is devoted to the left lane (22), probably

because only the right lane shows signs of congestion 10 min before the onset of traffic congestion.

Accordingly, one can infer that training data Γ2, by treating the vehicle detector data lane by lane,

enables more accurate observation of traffic flow from the right lane of the 0.1 kp of No. 11 inbound

line to the 3.2 kp of No. 1 line. It improves the predictive accuracy by extracting precursor of the

occurrence of traffic congestion sensitively at the 0.0 kp of the No. 11 inbound line.

5.3 Discussion for predicting traffic spillback congestion
Next we discuss the factors which made the linear model prediction as accurate as deep learning

(CNN) at 9.0 kp, where the congestion spillback is the cause of the congestion. First, the magnitudes

of the estimated parameters are depicted in Fig. 3, where red is positive and blue is negative. Darker

Fig. 3. Parameters assigned to each explanatory variable in the linear model
in 4.3. Red signifies positive and blue stands for negative. Darker colors
represent greater values.
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colors signify the magnitudes of the absolute values of Wout. Star symbols shown in each graph denote

the predicted location. Figure 3 shows that Wout is larger near the star symbols in the average velocity

and the detector occupancy. The results indicate that prediction in this model emphasizes data near

the location of interest.

In light of these results obtained using Wout analysis, probably the linear model predicts whether

traffic congestion will extend 10 min later at the target location in consideration of traffic data such

as upstream traffic flow and average speed, while recognizing traffic congestion downstream of the

target location. Consequently, because this linear model is good at predicting the extension of traffic

congestion, it might have been able to outperform the deep learning model in terms of accuracy at

9.0 kp, which is not the occurrence location of traffic congestion.

6. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the accuracy of predicting traffic congestion on expressways can be

improved by selecting the training data appropriately. Moreover, by analyzing the parameters, we

were able to explain the factors and processes responsible for improvement of the prediction accuracy.

Subsequently, we were able to establish that the linear model is highly explanatory in its predictions.

As described in this paper, we have strived to reduce the volume of the training data in the time-

series and spatial directions. Because these modifications drastically reduce the amount of data to be

trained while maintaining the precision of prediction performance, they are not expected to function in

deep learning models that require big data for training. Consequently, the learning time of the current

method was much shorter than that of deep learning. It can be anticipated that the performance of

deep learning with the reduced dataset would be much worse than our method due to the lack of the

amount of data.

Future works must underscore the effectiveness of the linear model for predicting the occurrence

of traffic congestion using the following two steps: extraction of the set of data characterized by the

important parameters for prediction, and identification of what characteristic data are captured from

those parameters and used to predict traffic congestion. Furthermore, by analyzing the parameters,

we can explain which quantity improves accuracy, i.e. explainability, by virtue of the linear properties

of the prediction method.
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